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Selections from Plato. By LEWIS LEAMING
FOBMAN. Ph.D., Instructor in Greek in
Cornell University. Macmillan, 1900.
Fcap. 8vo. Pp. lx + 510.

THESE selections cover, to a great extent,
the same ground as Mr. Purves's volume
published in 1883 ; but are intended for a
somewhat different class of readers. Dr.
Forman states in his preface that his book is
not meant to be an introduction to the
Platonic philosophy, but to Plato's language
and the personality of Socrates as presented
to us by Plato. ' These two considerations
have controlled both the selection of the
passages and the writing of the notes. All
else has been rigorously excluded.' Dr.
Forman is writing for ' the ordinary Fresh-
man,' than whom (would that his coeval
on this side the Atlantic were as wise) ' no-
body knows better how little he knows.'
The book is therefore intended as an aid to
comparative beginners, and to these it is
their own fault if it is not exceedingly
useful.

In pursuance of his plan of introducing
the young student to the Platonic Socrates,
Dr. Forman prefixes to his selections a lively
anid interesting, though (perhaps designedly)
rather superficial sketch of the life, char-
acter, and manners, of the historic Socrates,
including also an outline of presocratic
philosophy, in which he holds that a better
clue can be found to the discovery of the
actual Socrates than from contemporary
literature; for he does not rate the ac-
curacy of Xenophon's portrait so highly as
some do., Dr. Forman's treatment of this
well-worn subject is fresh and iyepriKov

matters of literary style : but that he can
treat them effectively when he chooses is
shown by his note on the Interpreter's
address in Republic, x (p. 400).

A bad misprint (aya-KoXovOia) has escaped
notice on p. 281.

If the great classical writers are to be
read in selections (a practice to which this
reviewer must confess an ineradicable aver-
sion), Dr. Forman's volume ought to be
widely used: he knows what he wants to do
and does it well.

R. D. ARCHER-HIND.

The commentary^ is excellent for its pur-
pose. The notes are plentiful, brief,
sensible, and scholarly. They deal almost
exclusively with points of grammar, and lay
special stress on the precise interpretation of
particles and other little words, the import-
ance of which is not always fully recognised
by the young student; who, if he laid to
heart all that Dr. Forman has to tell him,
would come off with no contemptible
grounding in the Greek language. The
editor has a certain way of his own with
his explanations, which is pleasant; e.g. on
K<U SvvawOc (p. 382) he observes ' KOI pre-
cedes a word to be stressed, as ye. follows it.
Cf. the arrowhead ( A ) over notes in music'
And it was a good thought to illustrate the
resemblance between Socrates and the
vdpicr] (p. 378) with a cut of the snub-nosed
fish. Dr. Forman seldom meddles with

M. Tullio Cicerone: I tre libri De Oratore
testo riveduto ed annotate da ANTONIO
CIMA. Libro Primo : seconda edizione
interamente rifusa. Torino: Ermanno
Loescher. 8vo. Pp. xxiv., 168. L. 2. 50.

THE excellent little edition of Cicero de
Oratore I. by Professor Cima was briefly
noticed in the first volume of this Review.
Since that date the editor has completed the
work; and he has now published a second
edition of Book I. 'entirely recast.' The
claim implied in these words is justified.
The bulk of the book is not greatly in-
creased, and the price is only slightly raised.
But the commentary is rewritten, not merely
revised. Professor Cima seems to have kept
well abreast of all that has been done, in
England as well as in Germany and in his
own country, for the De Oratore, though it
may be noticed that he has used the Claren-
don Press edition of 1888, not that of 1895 ;
and he has worked in whatever he could find
of value for his commentary, making room
by freely excising whatever could be
spared. The critical appendix is greatly
enlarged ; and one or two points in it call
for notice. In § 251 he returns to Nomionem,
the commonly accepted correction of the
corrupt Munionemoi the MSS., abandoning
Schomann's Nomion, on the ground that in
de Nat. Deor. iii. 57 all MSS. read Nomionem,
where the editors read Nomivm. He takes
it that ' Paeanem ' and ' Nomionem ' do not
denote the song in honour of the god, but
are both surnames, which are repeated in
vocal exercises, like ' Bacchus ' in Hor. Sat.
i. 3, 6. This is possible and well worth
consideration. This can hardly be said of
his attempt to heal the mischief in § 254 :
' solet idem Roscius dicere se, quo plus sibi
aetatis accederet, eo tardiores tibicinis modos
et cantus .remissiores esse facturum.' I t is
unquestionably hard to assume that ' solet


